We investigate the issue of reaching doxastic agreement among the agents of a group by "sharing" information via successive acts of sincere, persuasive and public communication within the group. The topic relates to "preference aggregation" in Social Choice theory, where the problem is to find a natural and fair merge operation for aggregating the agents' preferences into a single group preference. In this paper we study this topic within the setting of Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) and its recent extensions to belief revision theory. First we interpret the agents' preference relations as "doxastic preferences" or "doxastic plausibility orders". Using these plausibility structures, we can express several types of relevant doxastic attitudes: ranging from an agent's simple beliefs and conditional beliefs to her defeasible knowledge and irrevocable knowledge. Next, we model communication via a series of doxastic/epistemic actions that affect the agent's plausibility structures. Because these structures can change in different ways, a group of agents has to adopt a specific communication protocol in order to aggregate their doxastic attitudes. We study the type of merges that are realizable via specific communication protocols and we highlight important factors which may influence the result, such as "the order of the speakers", or the listeners' doxastic attitudes towards the speakers (i.e their opinions concerning the reliability of the incoming information).
Introduction
As usually considered in Social Choice theory, the problem of preference aggregation is to find a natural and fair "merge" operation (subject to various naturalness or fairness conditions), for aggregating the agents' preferences into a single "group preference". Depending on the stringency of the required fairness conditions, one can obtain either an Impossibility theorem (e.g Arrow's theorem [3] ) or a classification of the possible types of "reasonable" merge operations [2] . In this paper we propose a more "dynamic" approach to this issue. Dynamically speaking, "merging" preference relations means finding an action or a sequence of actions (a protocol) that, when applied to any arbitrary multi-agent preference model, produces a new model in which all the agents' preference relations are the same. When the new relations are the result of a specific merge operation, we say that we have "realized" this operation via the given (sequence of) action(s). One would like to know what types of merges are realizable by using only specific types of preference-changing actions.
In a doxastic/epistemic setting, the agents' preference relations are interpreted as "doxastic preferences" or "doxastic plausibility" orders. These encode the agents' beliefs, but in fact they capture all their doxastic-epistemic attitudes: their "knowledge" (in the sense of absolutely certain, un-revisable, irrevocable knowledge, i.e. the epistemic concept mostly used in Logic, Computer Science and Economics), their "strong beliefs", their "safe beliefs" (also known as "defeasible knowledge", i.e. the epistemic concept used mostly by philosophers and researchers in Belief Revision theory), as well as their "conditional beliefs" (encoding their "belief-revision strategy", i.e. their contingency plans for belief change). In other words, an agent's doxastic preference structure captures all her "information": both her "hard" (absolutely certain, infallible) information and her "soft" (potentially fallible) information. In this context, a preference merge operation corresponds to a way of combining the agents' information into a single "group information".
Similarly, preference-changing actions can be interpreted in a doxastic setting as acts of communication or persuasion. But not every preference-changing action can be understood in this way: there has to be a specific relation between one agent's (the speaker's) prior preferences before the action and the whole group's posterior preferences. Actions in which this relation holds will be instances of what we call in this paper sincere, persuasive and public communication.
An announcement of some information P is said to be "public" when it is common knowledge that this particular message P is announced and that all the agents are adopting the same attitude towards the (plausibility of the) announcement: they all adopt the same opinion about the reliability of this information. Depending on the specific common attitude, there are three main possibilities that have been discussed in the literature: 1) the information P is certainly true: it is common knowledge that the message is necessarily truthful; (2) the announcement is strongly believed by all agents to be true: it is common knowledge that everybody strongly believes that the speaker tells the truth; (3) the announcement is (simply) believed : it is common knowledge that everybody believes (in the simple, "weak" sense) that the speaker tells the truth. These three alternatives correspond to three forms of "learning" a public announcement, forms discussed in [15, 17] in a Dynamic Epistemic Logic context: "update" 1 !P , "radical upgrade" ⇑ P and "conservative upgrade" ↑ P . Under various names, they have been previously proposed in the literature on Belief Revision, e.g. by Rott [29] and Boutilier [13] , and in the literature on dynamic semantics for natural language by Veltman [34] . The first operation (update) models "truthful public announcements" of "hard" information; the other two are models of "soft" public announcements.
"Sincerity" of a communication act can be defined as sharing of information that was already "accepted" by the speaker (before the act). The meaning of "acceptance" depends on the form of communication: as we'll see, for updates with "hard" information, acceptance means "knowledge" (in the irrevocable sense), while for upgrades with "soft" information, acceptance just means some type of "belief" or "strong belief" (depending on whether the upgrade is "conservative" or "radical"). But, as a general concept, sincerity requires that the speaker's prior doxastic attitude (knowledge, belief, strong belief) about the announced sentence matches the attitude induced in the listener (towards the same sentence) by her announcement "Persuasiveness" requires that the communicated information becomes commonly "accepted" by all the agents (in the same sense of "acceptance" that the speaker has adopted): this means that, after the act, everybody commonly exhibits the same doxastic attitude as the speaker (knowledge, belief or strong belief) towards the communicated information. So, after a persuasive communication, all agents reach a partial agreement, namely with respect to the specific information that has been communicated.
In a cooperative setting, the goal of "sharing" doxastic information is reaching "agreement" with respect to all the (relevant) issues. Indeed, the natural stopping point of iterated sharing is when nothing is left for further sharing or persuading; i.e. complete agreement. Any further sincere persuasive communication is redundant at that stage: it can no longer change any agent's doxastic structure. This happens exactly when all the agents' relevant doxastic attitudes towards all issues are exactly the same. (Which attitude is relevant depends again of the type of communication: "knowledge" for updates, "belief" for conservative upgrades, "strong belief" for radical upgrades). This means that the agents' (relevant) accessibility relations (i.e. respectively, the knowledge relations, the belief structure or the strong belief structure) became identical : we say that these structures have "merged" into one.
So we arrive in a natural way at the main issue addressed in this paper: the "dynamic merge" of doxastic structures by sincere and persuasive public communication.
In this context, it is natural to investigate the realizability of merge operations via (1) updates, (2) radical upgrades and (3) conservative upgrades. We show that, in the first case, only the epistemic structures (given by the "hard" knowledge relations) can be merged; and moreover, the only form of realizable merge is in this case the so-called "parallel merge" [2] , given by the intersection of all preference relations. Epistemically, this corresponds to the familiar concept of "distributed knowledge". The realizability result is constructive, it comes with a specific announcement-based protocol for realizing this merge. This is essentially the algorithm in van Benthem's paper "One is a Lonely Number" [14] : the agents announce "all they know", in no particular order. In the second case (radical or lexicographic upgrade), the "defeasible knowledge" structures are merged, but in fact this implies that all the other doxastic attitudes become the same: the agents' whole "doxastic preference" structures are merged. The natural analogue of the above-mentioned protocol for radical (or lexicographic) upgrades, in the absence of hard information, realizes now a different type of merge which is called the "lexicographic merge". In the presence of both hard and soft information, a new protocol which is a mixture of the previous two protocols, is needed to merge the whole plausibility structure of the agents. With this complex protocol we can realize the "priority merge". Finally, in the case of conservative upgrades, only the (simple) belief structures (given by the doxastic relations) can be merged.
This surface similarity between the different cases is pleasing, but in fact it hides deeper dissimilarities. As we mentioned, the realizable merge is unique only in the first case. This is not true in the other cases: a whole class of merge operations can be realized by radical or conservative upgrades. Moreover, in the first case, the order in which the announcements are made is irrelevant, while in the other cases the order matters: if the upgrades are performed in a different order than the one prescribed in the protocol, then different merge operations may be realized! Finally, in the first case, the merge may be realized by allowing only one announcement by each agent (of "all she knows"). But this is not true in the other cases: the agents may have to make many soft announcements, including announcing facts that may already be entailed by their previous announcements! Some of the questions we address in this paper came to our attention after hearing a presentation by J. van Benthem on "The Social Choice Behind Belief Revision" at the workshop "Dynamic Logic Montreal" in 2007 [16] . Van Benthem's view was that belief dynamics in itself can be captured as a form of preference merge (between the prior doxastic preferences and the on-going doxastic preferences about the new information). One can see that our approach here is actually the dual of the perspective adopted in [16] : implementing preference merge dynamically by successive belief revisions, instead of understanding belief revision in terms of preference merge.
In the next section we introduce the necessary background on different notions of knowledge, belief and other doxastic attitudes. The main focus will be on the semantics, which is given via preference models. In section 3, we introduce the main concepts of belief dynamics, following the work in [4, 5, 6, 7, 15] on joint upgrades, as models for "sincere, persuasive public announcements". In section 4 we present three natural merge operations: parallel merge, lexicographic merge and (relative) priority merge. In section 5 we present the protocols for dynamic realizations of parallel merge, lexicographic merge and priority merge, giving counterexamples that point out the differences between them. We end with a short note and an open question in our Conclusions section.
This paper was first presented at the FAMAS-MALLOW workshop in Italy in 2009 and is a slight extended version of the proceedings-paper in [10] .
Plausibility Structures and Doxastic Attitudes
This paper is set within the formal framework of Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) and its recent extensions on dealing with mechanisms for belief revision. We use this section to review some basic notions and results from [8] . In particular we work with finite "plausibility" frames, in the sense of our papers [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . These kind of semantic structures are the natural multi-agent generalizations of structures that are standard, in one form or another, in Belief Revision Theory: see e.g. Halpern's "preferential models" [24] , Spohn's ordinal-ranked models [30] , Board's "belief-revision structures" [19] , Grove's "sphere" models [23] . Similar as in most of our previous work in belief revision theory, we adopt in this paper a pure qualitative logical setting.
2 Hence our approach retains the qualitative flavor of the original AGM theory [1] in belief revision. But note that unlike the settings in [8, 9] , we restrict here to the finite case, for reasons of simplicity. Plausibility Frames For a given finite set A of labels called "agents", a (finite, multi-agent) plausibility frame is just a finite, multi-agent Kripke frame (S, R a ) a∈A consisting of a set S of states or so-called possible worlds and accessibility relations R a ⊆ S × S for each agent in A. The accessibility relations R a ⊆ S × S in a plausibility frame are usually denoted by ≤ a and are called "plausibility orders" or "doxastic preference" relations. These accessibility relations are assumed to be locally connected preorders. Note that a "locally connected preorder" ≤⊆ S × S is a reflexive and transitive relation such that: if s ≤ t and s ≤ w then either t ≤ w or w ≤ t; and if t ≤ s and w ≤ s then either t ≤ w or w ≤ t. We refer to [8] for a justification and motivation for these conditions. 3 We use the notation s ∼ a t for the comparability relation with respect to ≤ a : s ∼ a t iff either s ≤ a t or t ≤ a s. For simplicity, throughout this paper we make the additional assumption that the transitive closure of the union of all comparability relations ( a∈A ∼ a )
* is "globally connected" 4 : this means that every state w can be reached from every other state s by a finite chain
We write s < a t for the corresponding strict order relation:
And we write s ∼ =a t for the corresponding indifference relation:
s ∼ =a t iff both s ≤ a t and t ≤ a s
When using the R a notation for the preference relations ≤ a , we also use the notations R < a , R ∼ a and R ∼ = a to denote the corresponding strict order, comparability and indifference relations < a , ∼ a and ∼ =a. In a plausibility frame, the comparability relations ∼ a are equivalence relations, hence they induce partitions. We denote by s(a) := {t ∈ S : s ∼ a t} the ∼ a -partition cell of s, comprising all a's epistemic alternatives for s. Finally, we use → a to denote the "best alternative" or "most preferred" relation → a , given by:
Plausibility Models A (finite, multi-agent, pointed) plausibility model is a structure S = (S, ≤ a , · , s 0 ) a∈A , consisting of a plausibility frame (S, ≤ a ) a∈A together with a valuation and a designated state s 0 ∈ S, which is called the "actual state". The valuation · : Φ → P(S) maps every element p of some given set Φ of "atomic sentences" into a set of states p ⊆ S. (Common) Knowledge and (Conditional) Belief Given a plausibility model S, the sets P, Q ⊆ S of states, an agent a ∈ A and some group G ⊆ A, we define the set of most plausible states satisfying a given proposition P as:
The irrevocable type of knowledge of an agent is written as standard in epistemic logic:
Simple beliefs are defined as follows :
Conditional beliefs are defined via binary operators labeled by agents:
Operators for group knowledge and group beliefs are set as follows:
The operator for "everybody knows" is:
The operator for "everybody believes" is:
The operator for common knowledge among the agents is:
(where Ek 1 P := EkP and Ek n+1 := Ek(Ek n P ) ). The operator for common belief CbP is similarly defined (by replacing Ek with Eb in the definition of common knowledge).
Interpretation. The elements of S represent the "possible worlds" or possible states of a system and we view them as the possible descriptions of the real world. The correct description of the real world, which might be unknown to the agents, is given by the "actual state" s 0 . The atomic sentences p ∈ Φ represent "ontic" (non-doxastic) facts, that might hold or not in a given state. The valuation tells us which facts hold at which worlds. For each agent a, the equivalence relation ∼ a represents the agent a's epistemic indistinguishability relation, inducing a's information partition; s(a) is the state s's information cell with respect to a's partition: if s were the real state, then agent a would consider all the states t ∈ s(a) as "epistemically possible". K a P is the proposition "agent a knows P ": observe that this is indeed the same as Aumann's partition-based definition of knowledge. The plausibility relation ≤ a is agent a's "doxastic preference" relation: her plausibility order between her "epistemically possible" states. So we read s ≤ a t as "agent a considers t at least as plausible as s (though the two are epistemically indistinguishable)". This is meant to capture the agent's (conditional) beliefs about the state of the system. Note that s ≤ a t implies s ∼ a t, so that the agent only compares the plausibility of states that are epistemically indistinguishable: so we are not concerned here with counterfactual beliefs (going against the agent's knowledge), but only with conditional beliefs (if given new evidence that must be compatible with prior knowledge). So B Q a P is read "agent a believes P conditional on Q " and means that, if a would receive some further (certain) information Q (to be added to what she already knows) then she would believe that P was the case. So conditional beliefs B Q a give descriptions of the agent's plan (or commitments) about what would she believe (about the current state) if she would learn some new information Q. To quote J. van Benthem in [15] , conditional beliefs are "static pre-encodings" of the agent's potential belief changes in the face of new information. The above definition says that B Q a P holds iff P holds in all the "best" (i.e. the most plausible) Q-states (that are consistent with a's knowledge). In particular, a simple (non-conditional) belief B a P holds iff P holds in all the best states that are epistemically possible for a. Kripke Modalities For any binary accessibility relation R ⊆ S × S and set P ⊆ S in a given model S, the corresponding Kripke modality is given by:
[R]P := {s ∈ S : ∀t (sRt ⇒ t ∈ P )} We think of sets P ⊆ S as propositions, we write s |= S P instead of s ∈ P and S |= P instead of s 0 ∈ P .
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It is easy to see that belief is the Kripke modality B a = [→ a ] for the "best alternative" relation → a defined above. Similarly, knowledge is the Kripke modality for the epistemic relation
Safe belief as "defeasible knowledge" The Kripke modality for the plausibility relation 2 a := [≤ a ] was called "safe belief " in [8] , and "the preference modality" in [18] . It was also considered by Stalnaker in [31] , as a formalization of Lehrer's notion of "defeasible knowledge". According to this so-called defeasibility theory of knowledge, a belief counts as "knowledge" if it is stable under belief revision with any true information. Indeed, the safe belief modality has the property that it is conditionally believed under any true condition:
For this reason, we'll refer to 2 using either of the terms "safe belief" and "defeasible knowledge". In contrast, we called the knowledge concept captured by the K modality "irrevocable knowledge", since it is a belief that is stable under revision with any information (including false ones):
There are other differences: irrevocable knowledge K satisfies the axioms of the modal system S5, so it is fully introspective; in contrast, defeasible knowledge 2 is only positively introspective, but not necessarily negative introspective. In fact, the complete logic of 2 is the modal logic S4.3 (see [31] ). An agent's belief can be safe without him necessarily "knowing" this (in the "strong" sense of the irrevocable knowledge K): "safety" (similarly to "truth") is an external property of the agent's beliefs, that can be ascertained only by comparing his belief-revision system with reality. Indeed, the only way for an agent to know a belief to be safe is to actually know it to be truthful. This is captured by the valid identity:
In other words: knowing that something is safe to believe is the same as just knowing it to be true. In fact, all beliefs held by an agent "appear safe" to him : in order to believe them, he has to believe that they are safe. This is expressed by the valid identity:
B a 2 a P = B a P saying that: believing that something is safe to believe is the same as just believing it 6 . Contrast this with the situation concerning "knowledge": in our logic (as in most standard doxastic-epistemic logics), we have the identity:
So believing that something is known is the same as knowing it!
The difference between K and 2 and their different properties, expressed by the above identities, are enough to solve the so-called "Paradox of the Perfect Believer" in [22, 36, 33, 28, 37, 21] : when we say that somebody "only believes that she knows something (without really knowing it)", we're using the word "knowledge" in a different sense than the fully introspective K modality. A natural reading is to interpret it as the defeasible knowledge 2, in which case "believing that you know" is the same as "believing", by the identity B a 2 a P = B a P .
"Strong Belief" Another important doxastic attitude, called strong belief, is given by: Sb a P = {s ∈ S : s(a) ∩ P = ∅ and w > a t for all t ∈ s(a) ∩ P and all w ∈ s(a) \ P }.
So P is a strong belief at a state s iff P is epistemically possible and moreover all epistemically possible P -states at s are more plausible than all epistemically possible non-P states. This notion was called "strong belief" by Battigalli and Siniscalchi [12] , while Stalnaker [32] calls it "robust belief". It is easy to see that we have the following equivalence:
s |= Sb a P iff (s |= B a P and s |= B Q a P for every Q such that s |= ¬K a (Q → ¬P )).
In other words: something is strongly believed if and only if it is believed and if this belief can only be defeated by evidence (truthful or not) that is known to contradict it. An example is the "presumption of innocence" in a trial: requiring the members of the jury to hold the accused as "innocent until proven guilty" means asking them to start the trial with a "strong belief" in innocence.
The operators ESbP ("everybody strongly believes P ) and CSbP ("P is common strong belief") are defined in a similar manner as EbP and CbP (simply by replacing belief with strong belied in their definitions).
Example 1: Consider the situation of Professor Albert Winestein. Albert feels that he is a genius. He knows that there are only two possible explanations for this feeling: either he is a genius or he is drunk. He doesn't feel drunk, so he believes that he is a sober genius. However, if he realized that he's drunk, he'd think that his genius feeling was just the effect of the drink; i.e. after learning he is drunk he'd come to believe that he was just a drunk non-genius. In reality though, Albert is both drunk and a genius.
We can represent Albert's information and (conditional beliefs) by the following plausibility model:
Here, as in all other drawings, we use labeled arrows for plausibility relations ≤ a (not for the "best alternative" relations → a !), going from less plausible to more plausible worlds, but we skip loops and composed arrows (since ≤ a are reflexive and transitive). The real world is (D, G). Albert considers (D, ¬G) as being more plausible than (D, G), and (¬D, G) as more plausible than (D, ¬G). Albert can distinguish all these worlds from (¬D, ¬G), since (in the real world) he knows ("K a ") that either D or G holds.
Consider another agent in our story, Professor Mary Curry. She is pretty sure that Albert is drunk: she can see this with her very own eyes. But Mary is completely indifferent with respect to Albert's genius: so she considers the possibility of genius and the one of non-genius as equally plausible. However, having a philosophical mind, Mary is aware of the possibility that the testimony of her eyes may in principle be wrong: it is in principle possible that Albert is not drunk, despite the presence of the usual symptoms. Mary's beliefs are captured by her plausibility order:
We can see from the drawing that Mary strongly believes D, and in fact in the real world (D,G) her belief in D is also safe: so she "knows" that Albert is drunk, in the sense of defeasible knowledge (although she doesn't know it, in the sense of K). But she is completely indifferent with respect to G: hence she considers the possibility of G and ¬G as equally plausible.
To put together the agents' plausibility orders, we need to be told what do they know about each other. Suppose all their opinions as described above (i.e. all their conditional beliefs) are common knowledge: essentially, this means their doxastic preferences are common knowledge. We thus obtain the following multi-agent plausibility model:
At the real world (D, G), one can check that B a G is true. Further, Albert does not know G in the sense of K, hence we have
Moreover, he doesn't "know" G in the defeasible sense either: (D, G) |= ¬2 a G. Indeed, his belief in G is not safe, since B D a ¬G holds in the real world: so if Albert would learn (correctly) that he was drunk, then he would lose his (true) belief in being a genius.
Example 2 Let us now relax our assumptions about the agents' mutual knowledge: suppose that only Albert's opinions are common knowledge. In addition, we suppose that it is common knowledge that Mary has no opinion on Albert's genius (so she considers genius and non-genius as equi-plausible), but we assume that she has a strong opinion about his drunkenness: she can see him, so judging by his behavior she either strongly believes that he is drunk or she strongly believes he is not drunk. However, her actual opinion about this is unknown to Albert, who thus considers both opinions as equally plausible. The resulting model immediately becomes more complex:
The real world is represented by the upper (D, G) state. One can check that, in the real world, Mary still strongly believes that Albert is drunk; but he does not know this: Mary's plausibility relation between D and ¬D is unknown to Albert. However, he knows that either she strongly believes D or she strongly believes ¬D.
We can go on and modify the example further, by allowing that Albert's plausibility is not commonly known either etc. But, for simplicity of drawing, we stop here: when less common knowledge is assumed, more worlds are possible, and hence the drawings get more and more complex.
Belief Dynamics: Sincere, Persuasive Public Communication
In this section we focus on belief dynamics and are mainly concerned with the following question, namely what happens when some proposition P is publicly announced ? According to Dynamic Epistemic Logic, this induces, not only a revision of beliefs, but a change of the model : a "revision" of the whole relational structure, changing the agents' plausibility orders. However, the specific change depends on the agents' attitudes to the plausibility of the announcement: how certain is the new information? Three main possibilities have been discussed in the literature:
(1) the announcement P is certainly true: it is common knowledge that the speaker tells the truth; (2) the announcement is strongly believed to be true by everybody: it is common knowledge that everybody strongly believes that the speaker tells the truth; (3) the announcement is (simply) believed : it is common knowledge that everybody believes (in the simple, "weak" sense) that the speaker tells the truth. These three alternatives correspond to three forms of "joint learning", forms discussed in [15, 17] in a Dynamic Epistemic Logic context: "update" 7 !P , "radical upgrade" ⇑ P and "conservative upgrade" ↑ P . Under various names, the single-agent versions of these doxastic transformers have been previously proposed by e.g. Rott [29] , Boutilier [13] and Veltman [34] .
We will use "joint upgrades" as a general term for all these three model transformers, and denote them in general by †P , where † ∈ {!, ⇑, ↑}. Formally, each of our joint upgrades is a (possibly partial) function taking as inputs pointed models S = (S, ≤ a , , s 0 ) and returning new ("upgraded") pointed models †P (S) = (S , ≤ a , , s 0 ), with S ⊆ S. Since upgrades are purely doxastic, they won't affect the real world or the "ontic facts" of each world : i.e. they all satisfy s 0 = s 0 and p = p ∩ S , for atomic p. So, in order to completely describe a given upgrade, we only have to specify (a) its possible inputs S, (b) the new set of states S ; (c) the new accessibility relations ≤ a .
(1) Learning Certain information: Joint "Update". The update !P is an operation on pointed models which is executable (on a pointed model S) iff P is true (at S) and which deletes all the non-P -worlds from the pointed model, leaving everything else the same. Formally, an update !P is an upgrade such that: (a) it takes as inputs only pointed models S, such that S |= P ; (b) the new set of states is S = {s ∈ S : s |= P }; (c) s ≤ a t iff s ≤ a t and s, t ∈ S .
(2) Learning from a Strongly Trusted Source: (Joint) "Radical" Upgrade. The "radical upgrade" (or "lexicographic upgrade") ⇑ P , as an operation on pointed plausibility models, can be described as "promoting" all the P -worlds within each information cell so that they become "better" (more plausible) than all ¬P -worlds in the same information cell, while keeping everything else the same: the valuation, the actual world and the relative ordering between worlds within either of the two zones (P and ¬P ) stay the same. Formally, a radical upgrade ⇑ P is (a) a total upgrade (taking as input any model S), such that (b) S = S, and (c): s ≤ a t iff either (s, t ∈ P and s ≤ a t) or (s, t ∈ P and s ≤ a t) or (t ∈ s(a) and s ∈ P and t ∈ P ). The so-called "conservative upgrade" ↑ P (called "minimal conditional revision" by Boutilier [13] ) performs in a sense the minimal possible revision of a model that is forced by believing the new information P . As an operation on pointed models, it can be described as "promoting" only the "best" (most plausible) P -worlds, so that they become the most plausible in their information cell, while keeping everything else the same. Formally, ↑ P is (a) a total upgrade, such that (b) S = S, and (c): s ≤ a t iff either (t ∈ best a ( s(a) ∩ P )) or (s ∈ best a (s(a) ∩ P ) and s ≤ a t).
Sincerity Intuitively, an announcement is "sincere" when it reflects the speaker's prior epistemic state: it induces in the listener the same attitude towards his statement that he himself had before the announcement. More precisely: Definition: A public announcement !P made by an agent a is sincere iff a knows P , i.e. if K a P holds in the original model (before the announcement). An announcement ⇑ P made by an agent a is sincere iff a strongly believes P (before the announcement). An announcement ↑ P made by an agent a is sincere iff a believes P (before the announcement).
Redundancy versus Informativity A joint upgrade †P is redundant on a model S if the upgraded model is the same 8 as the original one: †P (S) = S. An upgrade †P is informative (on S) if it is not redundant.
Proposition 1
1. In a pointed model S, !P is redundant iff P is common knowledge in S. 2. ⇑ P is redundant iff it is common knowledge that P is common strong belief.
Equivalently, iff it is common knowledge that everybody strongly believes P . 3. ↑ P is redundant iff it is common knowledge that P is common belief. Equivalently, iff it is common knowledge that everybody believes P Invariance under communication: For a given upgrade type † ∈ {!, ⇑, ↑}, we say that a pointed model S is invariant under †-communication iff, for all propositions P , any sincere announcement of the form †P made by any agent in A is redundant in S.
Proposition 2
1. A pointed model S is invariant under !-communication iff all (irrevocable) knowledge is common knowledge, i.e. for all propositions P ⊆ S and all agents a, b ∈ A, K a P holds in S iff K b P holds in S; equivalently: iff all the agents' epistemic relations coincide:
edge" is common defeasible knowledge, i.e. for all propositions P ⊆ S and all agents a, b ∈ A, 2 a P holds in S iff 2 b P holds in S; equivalently: iff all strong beliefs (conditional beliefs) are common strong beliefs (common conditional beliefs); equivalently: iff all agents' plausibility relations coincide: ≤ a =≤ b for all a, b ∈ A.
A pointed model S is invariant under ↑-communication iff all (simple) beliefs are
common beliefs, i.e. for all propositions P ⊆ S and all agents a, b ∈ A, B a P holds in S iff B b P holds in S; equivalently: iff all agents' "best alternative" relations coincide: → a =→ b for all a, b ∈ A.
Example 3 Suppose that in the situation in Example 1 above, a trusted, infallible source publicly announces that Albert is drunk: this is "hard", incontrovertible information, corresponding to a joint update !D. The updated model is
After the update, Albert starts to wrongly believe that ¬G is the case! This is an example of true but un-safe belief : it can be lost after acquiring (new) true information.
Example 4 Consider again the situation in example 3, but instead of Albert of receiving the information from an infallible source, he receives the information from Mary. Mary announces publicly (to Albert) that D is the case and we assume that Mary's announcement is both sincere and persuasive: she tells what she thinks and she convinces Albert. Since Mary is a fallible agent (and not an infallible source), this announcement is soft: in principle, she could be wrong, or she could lie, or she could simply guess and be right only by chance. So we cannot interpret Mary's announcement as a "hard" update !D, since such an announcement wouldn't be sincere: the update !D would automatically change Mary's order (making her irrevocably know D, when she didn't know it before!). But we can model it as a "soft" announcement ⇑ D; i.e. after hearing it, all agents upgrade with D: they start to prefer any D-world to any ¬D-world. The upgraded model is
Note that Mary's order is left unchanged, so the announcement was indeed sincere.
Example 5 What if instead Mary announces that she "knows" that Albert is drunk? If we take this in the sense of irrevocable knowledge K, then such an announcement would not be sincere: indeed, in the original situation of Example 1, K m D was false. However, she did "know" it in the sense of defeasible knowledge 2 m D: she correctly believed D, and this belief was safe. This "knowledge" was fallible, and she was aware of this: she didn't believe that she knows irrevocably (¬B m K m D), but she believed that she "knows" defeasibly (B m 2 m D). Hence, she is sincere if she announces that she "knows" in this sense. Assuming that Albert is also aware of the fallibility of her knowledge, but that he still highly trusts her to be right, we can interpret this as a sincere and persuasive announcement of the form ⇑ (2D). Its effect is the same as in Example 4: the upgraded model is the same. Persuasiveness So what is needed for persuasive communication is that the speaker (Mary) "converts" the others to her own beliefs. For this, she should not simply announce that she believes them. Instead, she can either announce that something is the case (when in fact she just strongly believes that it is the case), or else announce that she defeasibly "knows" it (when she only believes that she "knows" it, and in fact this implies that she strongly believes that she "knows").
Merge Operations
A merge operation, or "aggregation procedure", is an operator taking any sequence {R i } 1≤i≤n of preference relations into a "group preference" relation:
In [2] the authors give a general classification of types of preference merge, in a very general context, subject to some minimal "fairness" and rationality conditions. They show that all the merge operations satisfying these conditions can be represented as compositions of only two basic merge operators: "parallel merge" and "lexicographic merge".
Parallel Merge
The merge operation we consider first can be thought of as the most "democratic" form of aggregation: everybody has a veto, so that group preferences are unanimous preferences. Following [2] , we call it parallel merge. It simply takes the merged relation to be the intersection a R a∈A := a∈A R a of all the preference relations of the agents in the given group A.
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Parallel merge is particularly well suited for aggregating the agents' "hard information" (irrevocable knowledge) K, i.e. for merging the epistemic relations {∼ a } a∈A . Since if we consider absolutely certain and fully introspective knowledge, there is no danger of introducing an inconsistency. The agents can pool their information in a completely symmetric manner, accepting the other's bits without reservations. In fact, parallel merge of the agents' irrevocable knowledge gives us the standard concept of "distributed knowledge":
This matches to the notion of distributed knowledge that was first introduced in the work of Halpern and Moses [25] . In [20] the authors say that a group has distributed knowledge of P if roughly speaking the agents' combined knowledge implies P . Or "distributed knowledge can be viewed as what a wise man -one who has complete knowledge of what every member of the group knows -would know" [20, p3] .
Lexicographic Merge When the group is hierarchically structured according to some total order (on agents), called a "priority order ", then the agents with higher priority are thought of as having a higher "epistemic expertise" than the agents with lower priority. For a group A = {a, b} of two agents, in which a has higher priority, we can think of a as the "expert" (or the professor) and of b as the "layman" (or the student). In this context, the natural doxastic merge operation is the so-called lexicographic merge. For two agents a, b, the "lexicographic merge" R a/b gives priority to agent a's strong (i.e. strict) preferences over b's: first, the strict preference order of a is adopted by the group; and when a is indifferent between two options, then b's preference is adopted ; finally, a-incomparability gives group incomparability. Formally:
The lexicographic merge is particularly suited for aggregating "soft information" (strong beliefs, safe beliefs, conditional beliefs) in the absence of any hard information: since soft information is not fully reliable (because of lack of negative introspection for 2, and because of potential falsity for belief, conditional belief and strong belief), some "screening" must be applied to some agents' information (and so some hierarchy must be enforced), in order to ensure consistency of the merge.
(Relative) Priority Merge Note that, in lexicographic merge, the first agent's priority is "absolute". But in the presence of "hard" information, the lexicographic merge of soft information must be modified as follows: one first needs to pool together all the hard information and then use it to restrict the lexicographic merge of soft information. This leads us to a "more democratic" combination of both Parallel Merge and Lexicographic Merge, called the "(relative) priority merge" R a⊗b :
In a Relative Priority Merge, both agents have a "veto" with respect to group incomparability. Here the group can only compare options that both agents can compare; and whenever the group can compare two options, everything goes on as in the lexicographic merge. Agent a's order gets priority, while b's order is adopted only when a is indifferent.
Since our plausibility structures they encode both the "hard" and the "soft" information possessed by the agent, it seems that Priority Merge is best suited for aggregating the agents' plausibility relations. Example 7: If in Example 1, we give priority to Mary, the relative priority merge R m⊗a of Mary's and Albert's original plausibility orders amounts to:
If instead we give priority to Albert, we simply obtain Albert's order as our "merge":
It is important to note that in both cases of Example 7, some of the resulting joint beliefs are wrong: when giving priority to Mary, both agents end up believing ¬G; while if we give priority to Albert, they both end up believing ¬D. In fact, no type of hierarchic belief merge is a warranty of veracity.
"Realizing" Merge Dynamically
Intuitively, the purpose of sharing hard knowledge, defeasible knowledge or beliefs is to achieve a state in which there is nothing else to share, i.e. one in which any further sharing is redundant: all hard knowledge, or defeasible knowledge, or beliefs, are already shared in common. For sharing via a specific type of public communication † ∈ {!, ⇑, ↑}, this happens precisely when the model-changing process induced by †-type sharing reaches a fixed point of †-communication: a model that is invariant under that particular type of announcements.
For every specific type of public communication † ∈ {!, ⇑, ↑}, agent a's "relevant structure" in a model S is given by: a's epistemic relation a ∼⊆ S × S in the case of updates !; a's plausibility relation ≤ a in the case of radical upgrade ⇑; and a's doxastic "best alternative" relations → a in the case of conservative upgrade. Upgrade sequences We define a (finite) †-upgrade sequence to be a finite sequence † P = ( †P 1 , . . . , †P n ) of upgrades †P i of the given type † ∈ {!, ⇑, ↑}. Any †-upgrade sequence induces a (partial) function, mapping every pointed model S into a finite sequence † P (S) = (S i ) i of pointed models, defined inductively by: S 0 := S; and S i+1 := †P i (S i ), if this is defined (and undefined otherwise). A †-upgrade sequence † P is a sincere †-communication sequence if all its upgrades are sincere for at least one agent at the moment of speaking: i.e. for every i ≤ n there exists a i ∈ A such that †P i is sincere for a i on S i .
A sincere †-communication sequence † P is said to be exhaustive on a model S if the last model S n of the induced sequence † P (S) is invariant under (sincere) †-communication; equivalently, iff it is maximal : it cannot be extended to any longer †-communication sequence. By Proposition 2, the last model S n generated by an exhaustive †-communication sequence is one in which all the agents' "relevant structures" R n a coincide. Realization of a Merge Operation A sincere and exhaustive †-communication sequence realizes a given preference merge operation on a given pointed model S if, for every agent b ∈ A, the relevant structure R For each of the above types of public communication (!, ⇑, ↑), we can ask which merge operations are realizable, or constructively realizable. The answer depends on the constraints (transitivity, connectedness etc.) satisfied by the agents' relevant structures (epistemic, doxastic or plausibility relations). Proposition 3 Parallel merge is the only merge operation that is realizable by updates (i.e. by !-communication). Moreover, parallel merge is constructively realizable by updates. The protocol is as follows: in no particular order, the agents have to publicly announce "all that they know" (in the sense of irrevocable knowledge K). More precisely, for each set of states P ⊆ S such that P is known to a given agent a at the moment when it's her turn to speak, a public announcement !P is made.
This essentially is the protocol in van Benthem's paper "One is a Lonely Number" [14] . Formally, the protocol consists of n steps (where n is the number of agents in A), where each step is itself a sequence of announcements by the same agent: in the first step, one of the agents, say a, announces "all he knows". This is the sequence of announcements:
(where is sequential composition of actions). Then, another agent b performs a similar step σ b
(announcing all she knows after the first step); etc. Important Observations: (1) The order in which the agents make the announcements doesn't actually matter. The agents may even "interrupt" each other : any exhaustive !-communication sequence produces the same result. (2) The protocol can be simplified by restricting it only to knowledge announcements, i.e. of the form !(K a P ) (for each P such that K a P holds): instead of announcing all they know, the agents announce that they know all that they know. (3) The protocol can be simplified by allowing each agent to make only one announcement: instead of successively announcing everything he knows, he can just announce the conjunction !( {P : S |= K a P })
of all the things he knows; or, equivalently and more efficiently he can announce the proposition !s(a) in the current state s. Proposition 4 Assume given a model in which all knowledge is public knowledge: there is no private "hard" information (i.e. the agents' epistemic relations ∼ a are the same). Then, for every given priority order (a 1 , . . . , a n ) on agents, the corresponding Lexicographic Merge (of plausibility relations) is constructively realizable by radical upgrades (i.e. by ⇑-communication) on this mode. The protocol is a natural modification of the previous one: following the priority order, the agents have to publicly announce "all that they strongly believe". More precisely, a joint radical upgrade ⇑ P is performed, for each set P ⊆ S such that P is strongly believed by the given agent a at the moment when it's her turn to speak. Formally, the protocol consists again of n steps, each step being a sequence of announcements by the same agent: first, the first agent (according to the priority order), say a, announces all that he strongly believes. This is the sequence of radical upgrades:
Then, the next agent in the hierarchy, say b, performs a similar step
(announcing all she strongly believes after the first step); etc. Important Observations: (0) This protocol is operational only on a restricted class of models in which the agents hold no different "hard information" (1) In this protocol the order of the announcements matters: the agents have to respect the priority order. Moreover, no interruptions are allowed : agents with lower priority can speak only after the agents with higher priority finished announcing all their strong beliefs. Any interruptions may lead to the realization of complete different merge operations (see the Counterexample below)! So lexicographic merge is not the only merge operation realizable by radical upgrades. (2) This protocol can also be simplified by restricting it only to "defeasible knowledge" announcements, i.e. announcements of the form ⇑ (2 a P ). But recall that, unlike irrevocable knowledge, defeasible knowledge is not negatively introspective: so the agents don't know for sure what things they "know" and what not, and hence the best they can do is to announce all the things they believe they "know". But, since believing to (indefeasibly) "know" is the same as believing, they have to announce that they "know" P , for each proposition P which they believe. So the simplified protocol replaces e.g. the first step by the following sequence of radical upgrades
(3) Unlike the case of upgrades and parallel merge, in general the above protocol actually requires multiple announcements by the same agents, including announcing facts that may already be entailed by their previous announcements! A sequence of radical upgrades is in general not equivalent to a radical upgrade, so there is no way to compress the sequences ρ a or ρ a into a single upgrade! Proposition 5 For every given priority order (a 1 , . . . , a n ) on agents, the corresponding (relative) Priority Merge (of plausibility relations) is constructively realizable by a series of updates and radical upgrades . The protocol is a concatenation of the previous two protocols (for realizing parallel merge and lexicographic merge). More precisely, first the agents have to publicly announce all that they know : for each set P ⊆ S for which KP is the case, a joint update !P is performed; and next, following the priority order, the agents have to publicly announce "all that they strongly believe": i.e. after the updates, the agents perform joint radical upgrades ⇑ P , for each set P ⊆ S such that P is strongly believed by the given agent at that time. Important Observations: (1) As in the case of lexicographic merge, the order of the announcements matters in the second part of the protocol to realize the priority merge: the agents have to respect the priority order. (2) This protocol can be simplified in two ways: first, by replacing (as in the case of lexicographic merge) the "strong belief" announcements by "defeasible knowledge" announcements, i.e. performing steps ρ a consisting of a series of announcements of the form ⇑ (2 a P ); second, by concatenating first, for each agent, the corresponding steps σ a ; ρ a of the two protocols. In this way, the combined protocol becomes much simpler: following the priority order a, b, ..., the first agent a performs σ a followed by ρ a , then the second agent performs σ b followed by ρ b etc, until there is no more information to be shared in this way. 
The first is a sincere announcement by Mary, the rest are sincere announcements by Albert. This communication sequence yields the model presented in Example 7, as the result of the priority merge R m⊗a of the two plausibility orders. Counterexample 9 To show the non-uniqueness of priority merge among ⇑-realizable merge operations and the order-dependency of the above protocol, note first that the priority merge of the ordering is equal to either of the two orders (depending on which agent has priority). But consider now the following public dialogue
This first is a sincere announcement by b, the second is sincere announcement by a. This is an exhaustive ⇑-communication sequence, but note that the strict priority order required by the above protocol is not respected here: the first speaker b is "interrupted" by the second speaker a before she finished announcing all his strong beliefs. (Indeed, s ∨ u is also a strong belief of agent b, though one that is entailed by the first announcement; nevertheless, b should have first announced this second strong belief before a would have been allowed to speak!) And, indeed, the resulting model, though a fixed point of ⇑-communication (since all the plausibility relations come to coincide), realizes a different merge operation than either of the two priority merges: The Power of Agendas This order-dependence illustrates a phenomenon wellknown in Social Choice Theory: the important role of the person who "sets the agenda": the "Judge" who assigns priorities to witnesses' stands; the chairman or moderator who determines the order of the speakers in a meeting, as well as the issues to be discussed and the relative priority of each issue.
Proposition 6
For every given priority order (a 1 , . . . , a n ) on agents, the corresponding priority merge of both (hard) knowledge and doxastic "best alternatives" relations {→ a } a is constructively realizable by both updates and conservative upgrades (i.e. by a combination of ! and ↑-communication). The protocol is the natural modification of the previous one: First all the agents have to publicly announce first all they know (in the sense of K); and then following the priority order, they announce "all that they (simply) believe". More precisely after the updates, for each set of states P ⊆ S such that P is believed by the given agent a, a joint conservative upgrade ↑ P is performed.
Similar observations as the ones following Proposition 5 apply to the case of doxastic conservative upgrades: the priority merge is not the only realizable merge operation; the order of announcements does matter; in general, the protocol may require multiple announcements by the same agents.
Conclusion
In this paper, we focused on dynamically realizing by public communication three specific forms of merge of (hard and soft) information: parallel merge, lexicographic merge and priority merge. But, as we saw, depending on the "agenda", soft announcements can realize a whole plethora of merge operations. Nevertheless, not everything goes: the requirements imposed on the plausibility relations generally pose restrictions to which kinds of merge are realizable. This raises an important open question: characterize the class of merge operations realizable by radical upgrades (or by combinations of radical upgrades and updates, or by conservative upgrades etc).
In on-going work, first presented at the workshop on "Formal theories of communication" held in February 2010 at the Lorentz center in the Netherlands, we show that the setting presented in this paper can be extended by making explicit the agents' doxastic attitudes towards the reliability of the incoming information [11] . In that context, one can formally define the "honesty" of a communication act by requiring that the speaker has the same attitude towards the announced information that (s)he expects to induce in the listeners. For example, assume that it is common knowledge that a given speaker is considered to be infallible and that all agents consider the pub-lic message coming from this source to be necessarily true. In this case the speaker is "honest" if it is indeed the case that he himself knows (in the irrevocable sense) that the information is true. If on the other hand the information coming from this source is strongly (resp. simply) believed by the listeners, but not known to be true, then the speaker is "honest" if he himself strongly (resp. simply) believes the information. The details of this more sophisticated formalization are left for future work.
